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Abstract 

With ‘Fake News’ being consistently brought up in discussions around current issues, the 

involvement of social media as an important platform for campaign during the 2016 United States 

Presidential elections and the current scandal around Cambridge Analytica, it is important to 

understand and analyze the kind of information made available on Social Media for the general 

public of a democracy. This research aims to understand to what extent are social media websites 

and/or platforms are enabling the spread of ‘Fake News’ through the provision of certain tools and 

present algorithms. This is achieved through a thorough analysis of peer-reviewed research papers 

on the same topic and critical analysis of trusted online sources to understand the workings of 

Facebook. The research explores mainly the issues around the US Presidential elections while 

touching upon Brexit and very briefly the Asian context. It also briefly covers the issue of 

censorship, gatekeeping and possible technological solutions for the future. This paper found that 

the aim of personalizing all content on social media through filter bubbles may be backfiring in 

context of having a free public sphere. Further, the tools provided by Facebook (and other social 

media platforms) to organizations for promotion of content and products to a particular 

demographic can very easily be misused. As an alternative, the paper suggests certain websites and 

methods to improve one’s online news viewing experience through social media platforms, while 

acknowledging the shortcomings and limitations of the research. 
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Introduction 

Social media companies are advocating cheaper and easier access to the internet and its 

facilities through initiatives like Free Basics, in order to have smoother flow of information, people 

are starting to shift their dependency to these platforms as reliable news sources. (Solon 2017) 

“Platforms like Facebook […] are now increasingly becoming intertwined with journalism, and are 

becoming primary sources in which people see news.” (Rochlin 2017, 386) In the presence of such 

initiatives along with the current shifting of political biases and popularities, one needs to be wary 

of the information they come across through social media platforms. 

 The 2016 United States Presidential Elections shed light on the increasingly prevalent issue of 

Fake News, underlining the consequences of the ubiquitous nature and the spread of 

misinformation in the political sphere through the use of social media platforms. With ‘Fake News’ 

being consistently brought up in discussions around current issues, and the current scandal around 

Cambridge Analytica (Valdez 2018), it is further important to understand and analyze the kind of 

information made available on Social Media.  

Most Social Media websites aim to personalize one’s experience by showing them the kind of 

content one would agree with and would like to read, they accomplish this through algorithms, 

recommendation systems and through that process place each profile within a filter bubble (Pariser, 

2011). “Facebook’s public explanations of its guiding principles and the practices […] indicate a 

reversal of how news is normally understood to operate. Instead of news producers dictating to an 

audience what is important, Facebook privileges the actions of its users to generate a list of news. 

Instead of a common set of stories, news becomes personalized.” (Carlson 2017, 12)   

 

During recent interviews, Mark Zuckerberg categorized Fake News within three sections – one, the 

spammers, the economically motivated actors, like the Macedonian trolls, who do not have any 

ideological goals but only present sensationalized titles for clickbait purposes, the second being the 

state actors, like the Russian fake accounts aimed at spreading certain propaganda; the final 

category being the misinformation or misinterpretations being spread around by real media. 

(Romano 2018) This research focuses more on the third category while considering the other two 

as and when required. With that in mind, one needs to realize that “The misunderstanding is that 

fake news can be contested on an intellectual spectrum of true-untrue, prescribed by an 
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independent and objective source. In an era of post-truth and mass social divide, this is no longer 

viable.” (Rochlin 2017, 386) 

 

Through a thorough analysis of existing literature on the topics of ‘Fake News’ and ‘Social Media’, 

this paper aims to find out the existing issues within the functioning of a platform which could be 

enabling the spread of misinformation on social media platforms. The methodology focuses on 

reviewing and critically evaluating the current processes which have been observed in several 

published, academically peer-reviewed papers. Using the latest available studies, this paper focuses 

on the understanding of the functioning of new media technologies and its impacts on the current 

socio-political situations or if the converse is true.  

The paper analyses two main aspects of the functioning of social media platforms in order to 

examine the extent to which these platforms allow the possibility of misuse and the spread of 

misinformation. The first, the relation between the spread of misinformation and filter bubbles, the 

second being the advertising tools available to the users of these platforms to spread their own 

ideas.  After which the paper tries a broader context and the possible solutions to these issues, 

including issues with censorship and governance if the platforms choose to have a gate-keeping 

system. Simultaneously, the paper also reviews certain technological methods which have the 

potential to be permanent solutions to this issue.  

 

Fake News and the Filter Bubble  

The filter bubble, a term commonly used to refer to an ideological isolation which occurs on social 

media due to certain technological algorithms and personalization settings. Coined by Pariser, it is 

explained as a result of technology and its developments, which could potentially have an impact 

on ‘real life’ and current political situations. Eli Pariser, in his TED talk said, “Your filter bubble is 

your own personal, unique universe of information that you live in online. And what's in your filter 

bubble depends on who you are, and it depends on what you do. But the thing is that you don't 

decide what gets in. And more importantly, you don't actually see what gets edited out.” (Pariser 

2011) In this series of his talk, he highlights how the selection and personalization of one’s 

newsfeed may result in viewing only articles of one’s interest, the autonomous nature of the 

formation of this bubble can be problematic on several levels. This particular technological tool, 

ubiquitous in social media platforms, could easily get one stuck within an echo chamber of their 
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own opinions or biases, thus disrupting a person’s liberty of thought, one of the three conditions 

(liberty of thought, discussion and action) of development of independence of mind and 

autonomous judgement. (Bozdag and Hoven 2015) If this judgement of a person gets clouded, one 

could face difficulties in evaluating the kinds of news one comes across on social media thus 

possibly threatening the understanding and validity of the information and knowledge they gain 

through it.  

 Placing the issue of the current prevalence of misinformation on social media, one needs to 

take a closer look to understand the reality of the relation between the two. A study done post the 

2016 United States Presidential Elections elaborates on the possible impact of the filter bubble on 

Facebook and Twitter towards increasing or decreasing the tendency to click on the links to the 

external websites available with information regarding the elections.  Published in the Columbia 

Journalism Review, this study reveals an asymmetric pattern of polarization of viewing certain 

news sources more than others. The study mapped out the general political biases of the websites 

into left wing and right wing, revealing a pattern of each side getting further looped into their own 

biases, with very less concentration towards the mainstream websites. (Benkler et al 2017) The 

article also points that there were very few center-right websites and over the course of time, 

getting closer to the elections, the nodes of the websites supporting extreme right-wing bias got 

stronger. While the article acknowledges that the primary reason for such results is “is more likely 

politics and culture than technology”, it also explains the role of technology in enabling such a 

reaction. (ibid) The strategies and policies followed by the Republicans was varied from the one 

employed by Democrats, so much so that studies have disclosed the use of artificial intelligence 

bots to encourage support for Donald Trump, the current President of the United States with 

nothing similar found in case of Hillary Clinton, the opposing candidate at the time. (Di Franzo and 

Gloria-Garcia 2017).  

 Cyberbalkanization, a possible outcome of the filter bubble, is predicted to have a negative 

impact on current socio-political situations and “As a consequence, the epistemic quality of 

information and diversity of perspectives will suffer, and the civic discourse will be eroded”, which 

can be seen happening during the 2016 United States Presidential elections. (Bozdag and Hoven 

2015, 1) Adding to this, “Users' perceptions of fake news pieces are highly affected by their like-

minded friends in social media (i.e., echo chambers), while the degree differs along different social 

dimensions.” (Shu et al. 2017, 11) 
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This can also be connected to the phenomenon of partisan selective exposure, a theory within 

psychology, refers to an individuals’ “tendency to consume media which aligns with their views 

and beliefs and avoid such content that is different in perspective or even challenging to their 

position.” (Sophr 2017, 153) This phenomenon dates back to the 1980’s and can be noted to 

leverage group synonymity and polarization. (ibid) These concepts can be applied to the concept of 

filter bubbles with ease. Appertaining this within the context of Fake News, particularly in terms of 

misinformation present on the internet, filter bubbles exemplify these concepts considering the 

example of the 2016 United States Presidential elections or even the 2016 European Union 

referendum of the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom referendum provided parallel 

observations as the options presented were to ‘leave’ or ‘stay’, laying out equally opposing ideas 

and thought processes, thus providing an ideal ground for ideological polarization. (ibid) 

 

 Which then eventually leads to the final impact of the filter bubble; ‘the news-finds-me’ 

perception, entailing the belief that the news one receives on their social media newsfeed is enough 

and diverse to cover one’s information needs for the day. (ibid) Knowing this, one must also note 

that the news available on social media, especially Facebook and Twitter also entail a significant 

amount of citizen journalism, with little to no fact-checking and opinions one would generally tend 

to agree with. This encloses the social media platform users within a satisfactory information 

cocoon, with the filter bubble affirming their understanding of the current happenings. 

 

Advertising Tools and Parallels 

In order to understand the extent to which social media platforms, with focus on Facebook, enable 

the spread of misinformation or ‘Fake News’ by providing certain tools to advertisers and other 

companies, it is crucial to know and understand the possibilities of misuse of these tools. A recent 

study revealed a severe exploit of the personally identifiable information entrusted to these 

platforms by the users. The study revealed a privacy breach when using the platforms for 

advertising purposes (Venkatdri et al 2018). Advertisers were allowed to use up to 15 different 

types of information to create a custom audience for their products, out of which at least five could 

be used independently. These custom audiences could be created for a minimum of 1,000 users, 

thus underlining the large scale of such marketing and unethical misuse of personal information. 

(ibid) Further, it was noted that these audiences could be created within a span of a couple of hours 

without having to make any extra payments to the platform to do so.  
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 Other studies have revealed that advertising campaigns with targeted groups on Facebook 

are highly likely to be successful. (Chu 2013) Keeping these two facts in mind opens up new 

avenues and ways in which tools provided by social media platforms can be misused easily to 

spread misinformation.  

This availability of advertising tools can be seen to work similarly to the filter bubbles by allowing 

people with ill intentions to target those most vulnerable to certain misbeliefs.  

The recent issue and debate regarding Cambridge Analytica and its misuse of these tools has 

brought this issue into the forefront. (Valdez 2018) Hence proving the easy availability of these 

tools to the Macedonian fake news trolls. (ibid) These developments were noted by Facebook, and 

following the developments in the news story the company suggested making certain changes to 

their newsfeed algorithms. These changes are expected to reduce the number of external links 

shared by pages (refers to the concept of ‘Page’ in Facebook, not the general term used for a 

website page on the internet) and promotional websites one comes across while scrolling through 

their Newsfeed, and increase the number of posts shared and liked by ‘Friends’ on Facebook. 

(Kantrowitz 2018) 

Through these developments, Mark Zuckerberg, the Chief Executive Officer of Facebook, was 

questioned multiple times over Facebook’s share of responsibility over these issues; in reply to 

which he clarified the issues with censorship, if he decides to start a system which blocks websites 

and elaborated on his three-pronged approach to combating ‘fake news’ on Facebook, the 

implications of which shall be discussed in further detail in the next parts of this paper. (Romano 

2018) The first prong being the elimination of accounts like those of the Macedonian trolls which 

create fake news stories purely for their own monetary profits, second being the deletion of 

accounts spreading propaganda like Russian bot accounts and the third, a currently unresolved 

issue, of misinformation spread by real news websites. (ibid) 

Issues with Censorship 

The internet has always been expected to be an ideal public space, a space where people can voice 

their opinions, share their thoughts and have open discussions regarding any topic which tickles 

one’s fancy. This is closely affiliated to the principle of “free flow of information”, which states 

that users “should have the freedom to access all of the information made available to them by 
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others. People should also have practical tools that make it easy, quick, and efficient to share and 

access this information.” (De Nardis and Hackl 2015) 

The availability of this information has largely been the social media platforms in recent times. The 

content which passes through the platforms is, implicitly, in some manner, controlled by these 

platforms, “In practice, they make day-to-day decisions about what content is allowed on their 

platform and the conditions under which this content should be removed.” (ibid) But currently, the 

platforms have chosen to stick to strict “community guidelines” which only work to prevent issues 

of cybercrime and bullying or other malicious and/or spam content. The platforms avoid taking any 

responsibility over content further than these issued guidelines as they do not wish to encroach on 

the availability of  “free flow of information” which is available on these platforms.  

One can agree that “How they [platforms] design their platforms, how they allow content to flow, 

and how they agree to exchange information with competing platforms have direct implications for 

both communication rights and innovation.” (ibid) Thus explaining why most platforms choose to 

have the minimum community guidelines, and avoid taking responsibility over any control of the 

content available through them.  

Other researches also tried to dig deeper within the idea of gate-keeping the content available 

through these platforms only to discover that though the concept of gate-keeping does remain 

fruitful within the digital context, the developing nature of social media and ill-defined concepts of 

gate-keeping pose challenges to avoiding the issues of censorship while applying them. (Wallace 

2017) 

Other Possible Solutions 

Recent studies have experimented and tried new ideas which could combat this rising issue of 

‘Fake News’ in social media. While the success stories have been few, they have exhibited the 

potential of a probable, well-functioning technological solution, wherein the deliberate gate-

keeping of data through selected experts will not be required. 

A recent study done at The University of Minnesota created a ‘Trust-Score Method’ which uses a 

prediction and feedback mechanism to assign ‘Trust-Scores’ to links and websites available 

through social media in order to determine the accuracy and/or reliability of the content of said 

link/website.  (Roy et al 2017) These scores were then verified to check the validity of the facts 

presented through the links, which revealed the trust scores to be synonymous with the amount of 
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misinformation available through the links. This project proved to be successful in determining the 

trustworthy websites out of the many available ones, during Hurricane Sandy, presenting a very 

viable and potentially applicable solution to the issue of misinformation available on social media 

platforms. (ibid) 

Another study experimented with the idea of content curation and revealed positive results towards 

the understanding and recognition of ‘Fake News’ by the users of social media platforms. The 

study curated news stories through the ‘related links’ feature available on social media and 

presented additional stories for each independent story presented, including one which supported 

the claims of the initial story, and one which opposed. (Vraga and Bode 2017a) After observing the 

pattern of users’ clicks and evaluating their understanding of the topics presented and change in 

opinions, the study revealed positive understanding of real facts and recognition of the 

misinformation stories. (ibid) 

Experimentation with ‘data-mining fake news’ has also revealed potential for success, though still 

a concept with several limitations. This study reviewed current practices of fake news extraction 

through a data mining perspective and “introduced the basic concepts and principles of fake news 

in both traditional media and social media.” (Shu et al 2017, 12) Observing and evaluating these 

ideas through various datasets and evaluation metrics, this study introduced several methods for 

possible future solutions to this issue. 

 

Other approaches point towards educating students and networks to increase their media literacy, 

increasing their knowledge and skills on the topic and also teach them their role as a content 

creator. (Vraga and Bode 2017b) This article also urges “scholars, journalists, educators, and 

citizens must together identify the strategic goals that lead to the creation of misinformation and 

uncover the audience motivations that lead to its acceptance.” (ibid) 

 

An International Approach 

The prevalence of misinformation on social media platforms is not an issue limited to one or two 

countries. In an attempt to have a global understanding of this issue, this paper recognizes the 

problematic presence of this issue in Asian countries too. A study done with around 2000 

Singaporeans revealed that only when the people are doubtful of their own knowledge of the topic 

and website, do they verify the information presented through a different source. (Tandoc Jr et al 

2017) Another study done in Indonesia with a small group of college students unveiled a 
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problematic truth regarding the vulnerability of the youth towards believing the misinformation 

presented on social media. (Chandra et al 2017) 

Meanwhile, a study from India believes that Fake News is not only prevalent in social media but 

also the mainstream media and strongly urges a dynamic journalism curriculum which thoroughly 

educates the coming generations about fake news and its consequences to tackle the post-truth era. 

(Bhaskaran et al 2017) 

 

Limitations and Discussion 

This study faces certain limitations in terms of finding a substantial tool which enables the spread 

of ‘Fake News’ or misinformation on social media platforms. The algorithms behind the 

functioning of social media platforms are complex and diverse and are often treated as a black box, 

a device whose internal working cannot be easily understood. The analysis done in this paper 

covers only two aspects of this algorithm, unveiling only the possibilities of misuse with no 

affirmation of said misuse, except for the ongoing case regarding Cambridge Analytica, which was 

briefly mentioned. The literature reviewed in the process of this research, also does not consistently 

refer to the same kind of news articles when using the term ‘Fake News’.  

 This paper might also be prone to certain focuses and biases due to the methodology used 

to conduct this research. The present academic literature tends to focus upon Facebook and Twitter, 

while mentioning others in general terms. The 2016 United States Presidential elections as one the 

major focal points of analysis is another shortcoming of this paper, also due to the vast amounts of 

data easily available on the issue and the unexpected and conflicting results of the elections which 

lead to Donald Trumps victory.  

The paper also attempts to create a broader and global context to completely understand the topic 

but falls short for reasons pertaining to the methodology applied. 

Acknowledging these shortcomings and understanding the limitations of possible solutions to this 

present issue, the author of this paper recommends certain alternative solutions to tackle the post 

truth era as an avid user of social media platforms. There are certain website generators which 

allow one to read stories which are presented in a randomized order with no relation what-so-ever 

to the article read previously. These websites include StumbleUpon, Mangle, Delicious 

Randomizer, Diggbar, Google Toolbar, Minthink and many others. (Siefert 2017) If one still 
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wishes to get personalized news topics, one can also use smartphone applications like InShorts or 

Flipboard, which allow one to select the topics of interests and presents the latest new and articles 

on the topics without any further personalization of any sort. The monetization schemes of these 

websites is very close to those used by traditional media platforms.  

Ultimately, the author of this paper urges the reader to be more aware and alert of the validity of 

news one comes across online while trying to avoid using social media platforms as their primary 

sources of news as much as possible until substantial technological solutions are applied to the 

working of these platforms. 

Conclusion 

Overall, this paper evaluated the extent to which social media platforms enable the spread of 

misinformation through the availability of certain tools and algorithms prominently followed. The 

research mainly examined two aspects of the functioning of these platforms which have a direct 

impact on one’s newsfeed. 

When analyzing the Filter Bubble, this research found that its presence highly influences the kind 

of content one sees on their social media newsfeeds. The risk of getting stuck within a loop of 

‘Fake News’ is high if one has the tendency to click on biased news sources, this risk only 

increases if one’s friends on said social media website share similar views. Though Powers says 

this in context of a selected niche of college students one can generalize it for all social media users 

- “lack of awareness of specific gatekeeping functions that Google and Facebook employ keeps 

them from fully evaluating the potential introduction of bias into news selection and prioritization, 

including whose interests are being prioritized by algorithms and human editors”. (Powers 2017)  

 Following which the author of this paper analyzed the next significant aspect, the 

advertising tools provided to companies and other users which exposed a severe privacy breach and 

high vulnerability of the users and their personally identifiable information. This exploit was then 

connected to the recent Cambridge Analytica fiasco, thus highlighting the possibilities of misuse of 

such information by people with ill-intent.  

This paper also considered gate-keeping and censorship issues which could crop up as a result of 

blocking certain types of websites and/or data to reduce the spread of misinformation. Next, the 

author tried to see things from a global perspective and find potential solutions to combat the issue 

of the spread of misinformation through social media, which led to finding technological 
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experiments like the ‘Trust-Score Methods’ and ‘Data-mining techniques’ which pave the way for 

further findings and permanent solutions.  

 Finally, the author of this paper acknowledged the limitations and short-comings of the 

research presented here while discussing alternative solutions one could apply in order to improve 

the personal experience of online news. The author also urged the reader to avoid using social 

media platforms as primary sources of news and if so, to be very alert and aware while doing so.   
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